MODERN TRENDS IN CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR IN ERA OF E-COMMUNICATION

Introduction

The occurrence and spread of new technologies and Internet have played crucial role in the development of international marketing communication with consumers. It can be observed that e-communication with consumers is gaining on popularity and becoming one of the most important tools in the integrated marketing communication of companies and enterprises nowadays. Moreover, e-communication has significant influence on the creation of new trends in consumer behaviour. Rising amount of e-business and new technologies, social media popularity and Internet availability led to the creation of e-consumer term. Consumers are aware of almost unlimited possibilities offered by the Internet as a result became more demanding. Companies also became more aware of new technologies and its marketing potential. Engagement of e-media by companies in communication with consumers can be observed with higher and higher frequency. These phenomenon have prompted the change of consumers behaviours’ patterns on global scale and yet, appearance of new trends. The aim of this paper is to identify and characterize modern trends of consumer behaviour in era of e-communication. The first part of paper investigate the concept of e-communication. Then, modern trends of consumer behaviour will be discussed in response to new technology usage in European and international marketing communication.
1. E-communication

Marketing communication is one of the most important spheres of company activity which determines its competitive advantage on the market. It is an important tool of marketing strategy as a result of the fact that it enables the enterprise to meet its practical market aims. Marketing communication role for the company is crucial, as the nature of the enterprise can be identified through the process of communication with the environment. The marketing communication concept is complex. There are plenty of functions and aims to be fulfilled and factors to consider in order to create consistent and effective message to reach consumers. As a result of the raising complexity of current environment, the marketing communication theory and practice is getting broader and is currently developing. There are six main categories of marketing communications tools: advertising, sponsorship, sales promotion, personal selling, public relation and online marketing (e-communication). Successful marketers, while creating the marketing communication plan have to focus not solely on the company offer but on the customers’ needs, demands and new habit of behaviours. This is a basis to the relationship marketing and customer oriented marketing. As a result, e-communication is the most developing marketing communication tool.

E-communication is described as all types of marketing communication tools which engage the electronic media, especially Internet, mobile devices or digital television. It is a rapidly growing area of marketing communication due to high technology development or new trends like social networking arrival. The main features of online marketing communication are hipermedial environment, technical and personal interactivity. E-communication has several major tools and trends which has evolved throughout last years and are predicted to develop in the future. Three main e-communication trends of e-communication may be identified: online advertising, mobile marketing and Internet of Things.

Rising power of online advertising is a noticeable and inevitable trend both at European and global level. It is predicted that in 2013 digital advertising spend-
ing will reach $113.5 billion globally, 14.6% more than 2012. North America is expected to reach $42.8 billion in online advertising spend, Asia-Pacific $36.8 billion, while Western Europe is estimated to reach $26.6 billion. The real turn to e-communication is supposed to take place in 2016. At the moment, the tendency of rising penetration of smartphones, tablets and other technological gadgets on the market can be observed. Smartphones and tablets are the main devices for receiving mobile or e-mail marketing messages, and to access Internet therefore be exposed to all forms of e-communication. Continuously decreasing price for broadband Internet connection also contributes to this phenomenon. There are many types of online marketing, however the most general classification indicates Search Engine Optimization, Pay-per-click advertisement, Viral marketing, Article marketing, Affiliate marketing and Social media marketing.

Search Engine Optimization and Pay per Click advertisement are based on redirecting consumers to the specific web page. Search Engine Optimization consists of adjusting the web sites in respect of relevant keywords, while Pay per Click advertising displays the ads on web sites, which are relevant to the search results or the targeted web page content.

Viral marketing is a kind of online buzz marketing, where once published message is being disseminated from one Internet user to another. Article marketing is connected with blogging, where the marketer may publish his or her articles and by this way communicate with consumer, when Affiliate marketing involves Internet users to promote the product and reward them when they are successful.

Social media marketing is a type of online marketing, however the influence of this tool is so significant that may be considered as a separate trend. Social media marketing uses various media networks in order to create marketing communication. Social media marketing covers activities which involve social sharing of content, videos and images to reach marketing goals. There are three types of social media marketing, many-to-many, one-to-many and one-to-one. In the first case, it is based on using many social networks simultaneously, for example posting a message on Facebook, Twitter and Linkedin. Second category involves one social media channel with wide audience, for example posting a movie only on
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YouTube. The last type social media marketing consists of sending a personalized message to social media user, for example through chats implemented in social networks\textsuperscript{12}. Social media marketing is characterised by active participation of consumers, they can exchange information, share experience and opinions. What is more, social media marketing operates with many tools, which is one of its advantages over the traditional ways of marketing communication. It may involve private forums, wide social networks, public discussions boards etc.\textsuperscript{13}.

It was found that the most often searched-for term on the web is facebook, except from Japan, Russia and China, nevertheless, in Japan facebook was the fastest-rising search term in the year to August 2012\textsuperscript{14}. Facebook is not anymore the sole association with social media. Young Internet users got bored with Facebook itself, therefore the popularity of other social sites is growing. People aged 18-24 asked what is their favourite social site indicate Tumbir or Twitter usually. Usage of Twitter, Youtube and Pinterest during marketing communication is rising, especially non-standardized one. Google+ is said to be the second most popular social site in the globe. Pinterest was the quickest rising social site in 2012, with 4000% rise in the number of users from May 2011 to May 2012\textsuperscript{15}. Instagram also tend to rise rapidly and at the beginning of 2013 was bought by Facebook for 1 billion dollars.

However, even though the popularity of social media channels is growing, the decreasing marketing communication power of social media can be observed. The phenomenon of ad blindness in the Internet is already known, however the social media is just starting to be ineffective. Currently 50% of all social media campaigns are not noticed by the consumers during the time spent on social media profiles, while at the same moment more and more marketers declared that they are going to increase the use of this medium in marketing communication. 93% of global and 81% of polish marketers engaged social media, where the main platform is Facebook\textsuperscript{16}.

One of the most promising within e-communication tools was and still is mobile marketing. Mobile marketing is considered as a set of practices that enable organizations to communicate and engage with their audience in an interactive and relevant way through and mobile device or network\textsuperscript{17}. At the beginning
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it was based mainly of push type: sms and mms messages sent to the consumers. Nowadays the concept developed more strongly into pull type messages which are based on the Internet, as a result mobile marketing evolved in different direction and got brand new dimension. There are four main factors that make this tool highly effective. First of all, mobile marketing is based on permission, consumer need to give their permission before being marketed. What is more, mobile marketing is live, responses are in real-time thanks to the nature of mobile devices and their users. It is also well targeted. Finally, mobile marketing communication through mobile devices is two-way, consumers do not only respond but also request information that they need at a particular moment. There are nine types of mobile marketing, which are SMS, MMS, Mobile Applications, QR codes, Pay Per Call Mobile, Voice Marketing, Mobile Banner Ads, Location Based Marketing and Bluetooth Wireless Proximity Based Marketing. SMS and MMS consist on sending the massages to consumers, using the text or multiple media respectively. In case of mobile application, the advertisements may be inside the application design and logic. QR Codes allow consumers to scan the bar code and be redirected immediately to a particular site. Pay Per Call generates a billable only when the reader of the advertisement makes a phone call. A mobile advertisement may contain a phone number that the consumers can select and call instantly from their cell phones. Voice Marketing consist on playing the pre-recorded messages to the customers. Mobile Banner Ads works like the standard banner ads on the web pages, however their format is adjusted to mobile devices. Location-Based Marketing delivers information directly to the users of mobile devices in relation to their location identified via GPS technology. Bluetooth Wireless Proximity Based Marketing on another hand disseminates the custom ads for the area where consumers’ wireless devices are picking up. Very similar to the above-mentioned category of mobile marketing tools is Near Field Communication (NFC). This term refers to a set of short-range wireless technologies, typically requiring a distance of 4cm or less to initiate a connection and engages such devices like smartphones and tablets. It is predicted to revolutionize the marketing communication in nearest future, however Bluetooth and Wi-Fi technologies are still much more developed and the total switch to NCF, if possible, is not definite yet. The share of mobile marketing in the budget spend on marketing communication is increas-

ing year by year and global retail mobile marketing spend is supposed to reach $55 billion annually by 2015\(^\text{22}\). Nevertheless, even though mobile marketing was said to be promising and potentially the biggest e-communication trend, it was overcame by other trends. One of the microtrends which is gaining on importance is the Internet of Things or in other words third wave of the Internet\(^\text{23}\). It may lead to the end of mobile marketing era. Internet of Things may be defined as the web of physical objects, which can communicate with each other and with human through built-in sensors and access to the Internet. Objects are beginning to be intelligent due to the Internet connection and access to unlimited data, which particular thing (in other words machine or device) can analyse in real time. It is estimated that until 2020, 50 billion of devices will be connected to the Internet and the market will be worth 14 trillion dollars\(^\text{24}\). At the moment, the era of peaceful technology begun. Peaceful technology is one which is perfectly composed with the environment and does not need attention to be used.

2. Modern trends in e-consumer behaviours

Modern technologies in marketing communication influence the consumer behaviour and the most significant of them will be described below. First of all the Internet has changed the moment when consumer decide to buy a particular product. The First Moment of Truth, three to seven seconds of first contact with the product on store shelf was believed to be crucial, however nowadays this moment in not anymore inside the store but even many hours before, when consumer goes online\(^\text{25}\). People who are connected to the Internet provide an advanced research before making decision over a purchase. Consumers compare different products, look for information about them, compare prices and what seems to be another trend, do not count on friends and family opinions solely, but mostly analyze the comments on web pages or publish a general question on their social media profiles\(^\text{26}\).
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One of the consumer behaviours which arise in response to social media spread is fear of missing out (FOMO). It is a fear of being excluded from social life, as a result consumers inform about every step taken in their life on social media. Such consumer behaviour can be identified while specific information are placed on social media sites like work change, partner change, change in marital status, what shops do they attend. This type of consumers is afraid that what the others do is more interesting, as a result they observe other people’s activity and copy it\textsuperscript{27}.

Big data availability trend can be defined as a phenomenon of not only enormous amount of data generated by consumers, but also unstructured data availability for marketers and consumer awareness of progressive lack of privacy. The forecasts appeared that in 2015 consumers will produce 1 Zetabite of information, which is 1 trillion of bites. Nevertheless, the data is not structured, what means that marketers do not solely analyze standard demographic, economic, social data. Analysis based on the information available on social media sites, for example based on “likes”, can give information about sexual orientation, political views or being only child of divorced parents. As a result consumers lose their privacy. There are some attempts to protect oneself from invigilation – cloaking, however it was researched that consumers do not mind being analysed by commercial companies if they have measurable benefit from that fact.

The last trend which derives from online marketing is the increasing level of consumers involvement into communication with marketer. Thanks to new technologies consumer gets closer to the product and may even influence its design. As a result the concept of presumer and custowner has been recently developed. Presumers are those consumers who in order to get a perfect product or service get involved in its creation, funding and promotion before this product or service is realized. Next to presumers are custowners, who do not passively consume the goods but move towards funding and investing in the brands they are interested in and buy from them\textsuperscript{28}.

Also mobile marketing has a huge impact on consumer behaviour. There are plenty of applications which are using live-streaming techniques and their popularity may be considered as a rising trend in consumer behaviour. Since consumers want to stay connected and share most of their observation, mobile devices with their technological advancement got on importance. For example application Nokia viNe enables to create an interactive map which consist of the photos, videos, music files which were recorded in specific places indicated on the map.

Also Location based marketing and Bluetooth wireless proximity based marketing influence strongly the direction of changes in consumer behaviour. Thanks
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to mobile devices the message may be provided to a wide audience, which is in a proper location at a particular moment. While receiving a message with information about recent discounts, consumer will be more likely to visit a store, since he or she is already near this place.

Consumers are more and more likely to use the mobile payments. Mobile devices which are compatible with Near Field Communication technology (NFC) enable the exchange of data between devices with a touch. Mobile phone becomes a wallet and many consumers follow this trend. By 2015 the value of all mobile money transactions is expected to reach $670 billion²⁹.

The last trend connected with mobile marketing is a rising usage of mobile applications. Digital technologies become the new medicine. Doctors turn to health applications and services to improve health outcomes. There are for example antibiotics reminder applications, which remind about taking proper pills at specific time. The rising role of applications may lead to the conclusion that consumer are going to use them extensively and in every sphere of their lives³⁰.

If following the development of Internet of Things, consumer will tend to product personalization. The products will receive the identity and consumers will be in on-going relationship with the brand³¹. There are two major consumer behaviour trends connected with Internet of Things: nomophobia and access over ownership need. Nomophobia is a situation in which consumers are in a fear of not being in a range or discharge their mobile. Consumers take their mobile devices with them from home more often than keys, wallet, pursue or money. Consumers take their mobile devices to almost every place they are. Moreover, the access over ownership need was observed. It means that consumer have higher need and value more access to the Internet than to actually possess something³².

**Conclusion**

E-communication is rapidly developing marketing communication tool throughout last years, which became defined, observed and analysed independ-
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ently from other marketing communication tools. There are several factors which influence its development. First of all, technological triggers among which there can be emphasized rapid development of the software solutions which ease data analysis, miniaturization of hardware devices or possibility to gather and analyse data in clouds. Then, psychological triggers shall be underlined, with attention put on changing consumer behaviours. Modern consumer demands permanent access to the Internet and information in every place and time. He expects to be a part of a community, needs to be involved in communication with brands producer and be able to influence the products and services that he is going to buy. Pace of life is faster as a result modern consumer demands solutions which are intelligent and effective. Such trends influence the way that advertising agencies used to work and change current market. Copywriters and creatives are not the sole members of teams responsible for marketing communication campaigns, presently IT specialists are needed. It is predicted that marketing directors will spend more money on IT solutions than IT directors by 2017. More and more interactive agencies are set up and they become successful throughout globe. Internet is ubiquitous and the phenomenon of deeply connected world can be observed. As a result, term of e-consumer has appeared. It is inevitable that modern consumption will be dominated by technological opportunities, what lead to consumer behaviours’ change. Contemporary world of consumption is the hybrid, there is no more the division between offline and online – there is one, marketing communication and consumer has to adapt. Therefore we face the development of e-consumption and e-consumer era, for this reason it is difficult to forecast what the future of marketing communication holds.
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Summary

The occurrence and spread of new technologies and Internet have played crucial role in the development of international marketing communication with consumers. It can be observed that e-communication with consumers is gaining on popularity and becoming one of the most important tools in the integrated marketing communication of companies and enterprises nowadays. Moreover, e-communication has significant influence on the creation of new trends in consumer behaviour. Rising amount of e-business and new technologies, social media popularity and internet availability led to the creation of e-consumer term. Consumers are aware of almost unlimited possibilities offered by the Internet as a result became more demanding. Companies also became more aware of new technologies and its marketing potential. Engagement of e-media by companies in communication with consumers can be observed with higher and higher frequency. These phenomenon have prompted the change of consumers behaviour patterns on global scale and yet, appearance of new trends. The aim of this paper is to identify and characterize modern trends in consumer behaviour in era of e-communication. The first part of paper investigate the concept of e-communication. Then, modern trends in consumer behaviour will be discussed in response to Internet technology usage in international marketing communication.
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